
Q&A: CNAS Info Session  
 
How do you register for those transfer seminars? 
 
If they are available, the student registers during their registration enrollment date and time. 
 
Is it possible for any freshman to attend any transfer seminars? I came out of high school 
with most of my GED finished through a community college so I have around the same 
units as a transfer student. 
 
There are usually openings in other quarters, but during the fall quarter for freshmen, they have their 
own FR seminar, which is taught by several faculty and advisors. 
 
When can I apply for stem/CAMP/MARC? 
 
https://stem.ucr.edu/ has all the information you need! Under the research opportunities tab, you 
will be able to see MARC and CAMP. STEM Connections has a sign up on the same site. 
 
Hi, I attended Transfer orientation webinar yesterday and they said we can make 
appointment with our advisor counselors, however I get an error when I try to set an 
appointment through the advising page on CNAS and my counselor has not replied to me 
either. So how can I make an appointment to discuss my classes? 
 
We will meet with transfer students in late August to discuss the courses they have completed and 
the courses they need to register for fall.  It is difficult for us to advise a transfer student before we 
have their full transcript record. In addition, our continuing students are registering at this time, so 
we are busy working with them.  Do you have a particular question? 
 
Is there an overlap in Sustainability and Environmental science courses? 
 
There is some overlap, but we also have a Sustainability major that students can declare in College of 
Humanities. However, ENSC, Environmental Sciences do have some upper division courses that 
will likely focus on sustainability. 
 
I was looking through the summary sheets for BCH, and I was wondering how important is 
Math 45 for a B.S. It says it is a recommended class so I wanted to know how helpful that 
class has been? 
 
Do you mean MATH 46?  This course is required if you select a concentration in Chemistry or 
Biology, but if you do the medical sciences concentration you don't need MATH 46.  However, it 
helps with some of the upper division courses required for BCH majors. 
 



My major is Biology and I plan to attend medical school, can I complete Physics part 1 at 
my SMC in summer 2020? 
 
Yes, but then you will be held to 2 more quarters of PHYS at UCR. 
 
 


